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Piety, Profit and Public Service in the  
Financial Revolution*

H now agree that landed gentlemen played an active role in 
nascent industrialisation and in the so-called financial revolution that 
culminated in the s.1 It has been suggested, however, that the values 
of public service cherished by the landed class were at odds with key 
developments in the financial revolution: the vogue for ‘projects’—new 
speculative commercial and industrial ventures floated as unincorporated 
joint-stock companies—news mongering, stock jobbing and the 
conspicuous fluctuation of public confidence in the emerging stock 
market.2 Indeed viewing their landed status as the prerequisite for 
virtuous actions, landed gentlemen, often associated with the Tory or 
the country party, hurled diatribes against what they dubbed the 
‘monied interest’, those City merchants who supported whig financial 
policies such as the establishment of the Bank of England. !ese 
‘monied men’, it was asserted, were irredeemably ‘corrupt’ because of 
their involvement in the newly emerging commercial world.3 If, despite 
such a critique, a number of landed gentlemen also ‘dirtied’ their hands 
in economic enterprises, it must have been because their ‘self-interest 
overwhelmed ideology’ in the end.4

 *!is article was completed when I held the Tawney Post-doctoral Fellowship from the 
Economic History Society at King’s College London. An earlier version of this article was presented 
at the Japanese Society for Western History Annual Conference. I wish to thank the audience 
there, especially Kumie Inose, Kazuhiko Kondo, Kei Nasu, Yuichiro Sakamoto and Kazuya Sato 
for their valuable comments. I am also grateful to the anonymous referees, to the editor George 
Bernard, and to Helen Birkett, David Hayton, Jo Hepworth and James Taylor for commenting on 
drafts of this article, and especially to Mark Jenner for supervising the Ph.D. thesis from which this 
is drawn. !e Diary of Sir Humphrey Mackworth and the Penrice and Margam Muniments are 
cited by permission of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/!e National Library of Wales.
 . !e literature is too numerous to do justice to here. But for the landed class and 
industrialisation, alongside other works cited below, see H.J. Habakkuk, ‘!e Rise and Fall of 
English Landed Families, –’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, th series, 
xxix (), pp. –, xxx (), pp. –, xxi (), pp. –; T.H. Aston and C.H.E. 
Philpin, eds., !e Brenner Debate: Agrarian Class Structure and Economic Development in Pre-
industrial Europe (Cambridge, ); P.J. Cain and A.G. Hopkins, British Imperialism, "#$$–%&&& 
(nd edn., Harlow, ). For the financial revolution, see P.G.M. Dickson, !e Financial 
Revolution in England: A Study in the Development of Public Credit "#$$–"'(# (); H. Roseveare, 
!e Financial Revolution (New York, ); A.L. Murphy, !e Origins of English Financial Markets: 
Investment and Speculation before the South Sea Bubble (Cambridge, ); J. Brewer, Sinews 
of Power: War, Money and the English State, "#$$–"'$) (), esp. ch. ; C. Brooks, ‘Taxation, 
Finance and Public Opinion, –’, Univ. of Cambridge Ph.D. thesis, , chs. –.
 . J.G.A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce, and History: Essays on Political !ought and History, Chiefly 
in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, ), pp. , .
 . G. Holmes and W.A. Speck, eds., !e Divided Society: Party Conflict in England "#*+–"'"# 
(), pp. –.
 . !e phrase is taken from L. Stewart, !e Rise of Public Science: Rhetoric, Technology, and Natural 
Philosophy in Newtonian Britain, "##&–"'(& (Cambridge, ), p. .
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!e richly documented life of Sir Humphrey Mackworth (–
) offers a different perspective. By drawing upon contemporary 
social and religious ideas, Mackworth, a high tory landed gentleman 
critical of whig finance, was able to conceptualise his economic 
initiatives, notably his Welsh mining scheme, as the pursuit not 
merely of profit but also of christian piety and public service. !e 
contribution of the landed to the financial revolution and nascent 
industrialisation did not take place in a moral vacuum; they made 
considerable efforts to legitimise their role in economic enterprises.

John Pocock has argued that in early modern political writing, land was 
often taken to have ‘provided the individual with power, leisure and 
independence’, allowing him to lead the life of an active citizen ‘virtuous 
in his devotion to the public good ... but virtuous also in his independence 
of any relation which might render him corrupt’.5 From this, Pocock 
inferred what has proved an influential thesis that ‘trade, exchange, or 
profit’ was deemed to be ‘hardly compatible with the activity of 
citizenship’ and the exercise of public service.6 Even John Brewer, who 
has criticised aspects of Pocock’s argument, agrees that ‘trade, business 
and finance’ were viewed as not quite compatible with the ‘obligation to 
fulfil public duties ... an essential component of gentility’.7 !is 
assumption has been a powerful one. Martin J. Wiener, writing about 
later nineteenth- and twentieth-century Britain, has recently contrasted 
‘industrialism, technology, capitalism, and city life’ with ‘slow-changing 
“country” ways of life’ and ‘quasi-aristocratic lifestyles’, and character-
ised the latter as being ‘less supportive of economic development’.8

Often in direct response to Pocock’s thesis, however, social and 
economic historians have presented a number of examples where 
neither the landholding nor the political orientations of landed 
gentlemen prevented them from participating in the speculation 
booms, or from contributing to commercialisation and industrialisation 
more generally. Sir John Lowther, the first Viscount Lonsdale and  
a prominent defender of William III, dabbled in many industrial 
schemes and was the governor of the ‘Company for making iron with 

 . Pocock, Virtue, pp. , .
 . Pocock, Virtue, p. . For applications of this thesis to literary criticism, see for example, 
C. Nicholson, Writing and the Rise of Finance: Capital Satires of the Early Eighteenth Century 
(Cambridge, ); L. Brown, Fables of Modernity: Literature and Culture in the English Eighteenth 
Century (Ithaca, ), ch. .
 . Brewer, Sinews of Power, pp. – at p. . See also F. Heal and C. Holmes, !e Gentry in 
England and Wales, "(&&–"'&& (Basingstoke, ), p. ; S. Whyman, Sociability and Power in 
Later-Stuart England: !e Cultural Worlds of the Verneys "##&–"'%& (Oxford, ), p. .
 . M.J. Wiener, English Culture and the Decline of the Industrial Spirit, "$(&–"*$& (nd edn., with 
a new preface, Cambridge, ), p. xvi.
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pit coal’.9 Tory landowners frequently took part in industrial innovation.10 
Jacobite landlords too pushed commercialisation, enjoying their 
active role in the smuggling of luxury goods from abroad.11 John 
Verney, despite his tory connections, became a London merchant; 
he tapped into the stock market as a useful means of maintaining his 
family’s fortune, creating extensive networks among his fellow 
merchants as well as among financiers of various political and religious 
camps.12 Lord Chandos, who defied the neat dichotomy of whigs 
and tories, was an important patron of experimental science in the 
early eighteenth century and a keen investor in a range of speculative 
ventures.13

How was it possible for so many landed gentlemen to invest and 
take initiatives in commercial and industrial schemes which (Pocock 
and others have argued) were extraneous, if not detrimental, to the 
virtue of public action? Social and economic historians have tended to 
imply that landed gentlemen were operating in defiance of their ideals 
when participating in the financial revolution. !is is evident where 
commerce and, more specifically, speculative finance are depicted as 
something alien to the landed class, which some of them gradually 
accommodated, and some quickly adopted as a financial opportunity. 
So while paying attention to exceptional figures such as Sir John Bright 
who was owed about , by , Felicity Heal and Clive Holmes 
note that ‘most gentry families would experience the money market in 
more modest transactions’.14 John Brewer tells us that members of the 
landed class adopted ‘a new type of wealth in the form of public funds 
and securities ... only gradually’.15 James Rosenheim agrees: such 
accommodations were ‘cautiously and slowly undertaken’.16 Some 
historians see self-interest behind these adaptations. Brewer suggests 
that landed gentlemen were ‘remarkably adroit at adapting to the 
changes’ taking place at the turn of the seventeenth century. Doing so, 
he continued, ‘gained them certain advantage’.17 ‘It is clear’, Larry 
Stewart argues in his account of the conflation of Newtonian natural 

 . Stewart, Rise of Public Science, p. . See also J.V. Beckett, Coal and Tobacco: !e Lowthers and 
the Economic Development of West Cumberland, "##&–"'#& (Cambridge, ), chs. , .
 . P. Jenkins, ‘Tory Industrialism and Town Politics: Swansea in the Eighteenth Century’, 
Historical Journal, xxviii (), pp. –; L. Colley, In Defiance of Oligarchy: the Tory Party, 
"'"+–"'#& (Cambridge, ), pp. –, .
 . P. Monod, ‘Dangerous Merchandise: Smuggling, Jacobitism, and Commercial Culture in 
Southeast England, –’, Journal of British Studies, xxx (), pp. –.
 . Whyman, Sociability and Power, pp. –. Binding sons into apprenticeship was not 
unusual even at the upper end of the social strata. See, for example, G. Holmes, British Politics in 
the Age of Anne (rev. edn., ), p. .
 . Stewart, Rise of Public Science, pp. –.
 . Heal and Holmes, Gentry, p. .
 . Brewer, Sinews of Power, p. .
 . J.M. Rosenheim, !e Emergence of a Ruling Order: English Landed Society, "#(&–"'(& (), 
pp. –, at p. .
 . Brewer, Sinews of Power, p. .
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philosophy with commerce and financial speculation, ‘that opportunity 
had as much impact on the adoption of techniques of investment 
and exploitation as an Opposition or Country ideology may have 
had’.18

!ese accounts tacitly endorse a central element of Pocock’s thesis: 
landownership and the concomitant civic humanist conception of 
public virtue ‘knew no theory of civic or moral personality which could 
easily be applied to the new society’ in the age of the financial revolution. 
‘Was it fitting for a gentleman’, Heal and Holmes ask, ‘to concern 
himself with technicalities of rabbit farming or mining technology, or 
to practice usury or to play the stock-market?’. !ey suggest that doing 
so would have been incompatible with, and thus could have damaged, 
the ‘traditional association of gentility with paternalism’.19 Whyman 
argues that ‘John [Verney] was not a stock jobber ... but a forward-
thinking man who preserved his family dynasty’. ‘Perhaps slightly 
ahead of their contemporaries in visualizing new modes of behaviour’, 
Whyman concludes, the Verneys ‘were less inhibited by the constraints 
of landed society’.20 In treating the case of John Verney as an 
exception, then, her account implies that business and finance were 
generally incompatible with the landed gentlemen’s duty of public 
service.

As David Hayton and Colin Brooks have shown, however, tory and 
country objections to whig finance were not an undifferentiated 
rejection of commerce or industrial development per se, but rather a 
more specific attack on speculation and on the creation of a monied 
interest that was not solidly based on real property.21 Deploring whig 
finance did not therefore necessarily deter tories from legitimating their 
own commercial and industrial activities. Such pursuits must surely 
have been motivated by some element of profit. Yet personal credit and 
reputation mattered profoundly in early modern society.22 !e presumption 
of impartiality and public spiritedness was central to the lives of landed 
gentlemen and others, and was expressed not only in politics but also 
in such spheres as natural philosophical experiments, and literary 

 .  Stewart, Rise of Public Science, p.  (see also pp. , –).
 .  Heal and Holmens, Gentry, p. .
 . Whyman, Sociability and Power, p. .
 .  See D. Hayton, ‘!e “Country” Interest and the Party System, –c.’, in C. Jones, 
ed., Party and Management in Parliament (Leicester, ), pp. –; C. Brooks, ‘!e Country 
Persuasion and Political Responsibility in England in the s’, Parliaments, Estates and 
Representation, iv (), pp. –. Even Pocock himself has warned that there were after all ‘no 
simple antitheses between land and trade, or even land and credit’. His argument is not so much 
that tory or country landed gentlemen did not engage in commercial activities, as that their 
responses to ‘a new politics and economics ... led to a profound consciousness of moral ambiguity’. 
J.G.A. Pocock, Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political !ought and the Atlantic Republican 
Tradition (Princeton, ), pp. , , –, at pp. –.
 . C. Muldrew, Economy of Obligation: !e Culture of Credit and Social Relations in Early 
Modern England (); A. Fox, Oral and Literate Culture in England, "(&&–"'&& (Cambridge, 
), ch. –.
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and aesthetic judgement.23 It is therefore unlikely that worthy 
gentlemen were willing to see their social prestige blotched by ‘dirtying’ 
their hands in dubious economic ‘projects’. Famously proclaiming the 
arrival of ‘!e Projecting Age’ in , Daniel Defoe in fact stressed that 
promoters of economic and financial schemes could serve the public 
good, not just ‘their own Advantage’: ‘projects’ were ‘doubtless in 
general of publick Advantage, as they tend to Improvement of Trade, 
and Employment of the Poor, and the Circulation and Increase of the 
publick Stock of the Kingdom’.24

Defoe’s comment highlights that economic, and even financial, 
enterprises could be commended just like other controversial issues. 
Natasha Glaisyer’s account of the Royal Exchange and Brian Cowan’s 
study of British coffeehouses suggest that favourable contemporary 
comments lent prestige to these otherwise untoward venues.25 According 
to Peter Lake, ‘as many a godly preacher complained, the profane and 
ungodly were only too adept at repackaging drunkenness and gluttony 
as good fellowship or hospitality, at relaunching greed as prudence and 
proud and wasteful conspicuous consumption as the fitting display of 
status and wealth’.26 !ose in higher social strata were perhaps better 
placed in doing so. Exploring trials of sexual misdemeanours, Alexandra 
Shepard suggests that ‘men of privileged social status ... were better 
able to avoid the [penal] consequences than subordinates’, by 
repackaging their crimes as benign excess.27

Likewise, in order to denounce whigs, some of whom were wealthy 
merchants, landed gentlemen might have invoked the country tory 
ideal (or the neo-Harringtonian ideology, as Pocock puts it), highlighting 
unsavoury aspects of the financial market such as stock jobbing. 
Crucially, however, they could also draw upon different sets of ideals 
to conceptualise their own financial and industrial activities more 
approvingly, as a study of Sir Humphrey Mackworth and his mining 
enterprise shows. ‘!e Governor and the Company of the Mine 
Adventurers of England’, which Mackworth established, was one of the 
largest new economic schemes in the age of the financial revolution and 

 . S. Shapin, Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England 
(Chicago, ); J. Barrell, English Literature in History, "')&–$&: An Equal, Wide Survey (). For 
a recent survey of the concept of disinterestedness, see M. McKeon, Secret History of Domesticity: 
Public, Private, and the Division of Knowledge (Baltimore, ), pp. –, –.
 . Daniel Defoe, An Essay upon Projects (), pp. –.
 . N. Glaisyer, Culture of Commerce in England, "##&–"'%& (Woodbridge, ), ch.  (esp. 
pp. –); B. Cowan, !e Social Life of Co,ee: !e Emergence of the British Co,eehouse (New Haven, 
), chs. , , .
 . P. Lake, ‘From Troynouvant to Heliogabulus’s Rome and Back: “Order” and Its Others in 
the London of John Stow’, in J.F. Merritt, ed., Imagining Early Modern London: Perceptions and 
Portrayals of the City from Stow to Strype, "(*$–"'%& (Cambridge, ), p. .
 . A. Shepard, Meanings of Manhood in Early Modern England (Cambridge, ), pp. , , 
, –, at p. . For the malleability of the concepts of gentlemanliness and civility, see 
Shapin, Social History of Truth, ch. ; A. Bryson, From Courtesy to Civility: Changing Codes of 
Conduct in Early Modern England (Oxford, ).
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attracted both considerable attention and suspicion before ending in 
what was probably the most sensational financial scandal before the 
South Sea Bubble. !e episode has attracted a number of historians; but 
with a few notable exceptions, they have tended to focus on the 
disintegration of the Company in order to determine the extent to 
which Mackworth was to blame.28 Yet his career is so intriguing, and 
the available evidence so rich, that the case provides us with an ideal 
platform for engaging with the wider historiographical issue: Pocock’s 
account of the ideological foundations of the financial revolution and 
the revisions offered by social and economic historians.

Mackworth became a tory MP while directing the mining business. 
Like other tories, he condemned whig monied men as corrupt 
‘Knaves ... who living upon Grants and Taxes, are the Off-springs of 
War and Confusion’.29 Yet he published banking proposals before 
launching his mining company,30 and shortly after its collapse in 
 he excitedly wrote to his brother about the ‘very probable 
Expectac[i]ons of real Profit’ of buying and short selling the South 
Sea stocks.31 We have not only printed materials and the manuscript 
committee minutes (–) of the Mine Adventure but also 
Mackworth’s diary (–) which covers the period before and 
after its flotation.32

!ese sources throw new light on how Mackworth perceived his 
business practices, and in particular, how a country tory gentleman 
conceptualised and promoted his own mining business as a pursuit of 
piety, profit and public service. !is godly framework was no rhetorical 
ornament. It even influenced how Mackworth understood the 
malpractices he committed, which made him both a notorious swindler 
and an ‘innovative entrepreneur’ contributing to local economic 
development. !is also raises a broader point about ideology as an 
analytical concept: we should be able to conceptualise ideology not only 

 . G. Francis, !e Smelting of Copper in the Swansea District (nd edn., ), pp. –; D.R. 
Phillips, !e History of the Vale of Neath (Swansea, ), p. ; S. Evans, ‘An Investigation of Sir 
Humphrey Mackworth’s Industrial Activities’, Univ. of Wales M.A. thesis, , pp. –; W. Rees, 
Industry before the Industrial Revolution ( vols., Cardiff, ), ii. –; W.P. Griffith, ‘Mackworth, 
Sir Humphry (–)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. For a rich account with 
emphasis on Mackworth’s political career, see E. Cruickshanks, S. Handley and D. Hayton, 
eds., History of Parliament: !e House of Commons, "#*&–"'"( ( vols., Cambridge, ), iv. – 
(hereafter cited as Hayton, ‘Mackworth’).
 . Humphrey Mackworth, !e Principles of a Member of the Black List (), p. xxiii.
 . Humphrey Mackworth, England’s Glory ().
 . West Glamorgan Archive Service, RISW Gn /, Letter from Humphrey Mackworth to 
his brother,  May .
 . West Glamorgan Archive Service, RISW GGF , Minutes of the Select Committee of 
the Mine Adventurers of England (hereafter cited as the Mine Adventure Minutes); National 
Library of Wales, E, Diary of Sir Humphrey Mackworth (hereafter cited as Mackworth 
Diary); West Glamorgan Archive Service, Swansea, RISW/Gn, Gnoll Estate Collection; Neath 
Antiquarian Society, Neath, NAS/Gn, Gnoll Estate Collection.
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as a rigid worldview but also as a malleable, context-driven set of cultural 
repertoires that historical actors could sometimes mobilise for their own 
advantage.33

On  October , the diarist Narcissus Luttrell recorded the 
beginning of the scheme: ‘Yesterday , l. was subscribed to sir 
Humphry Mackworth’s mine adventure’ by means of a lottery. Five 
months later, in March , the diarist noted that the ‘lottery for the 
mine adventure, being full for , l., is now drawing at Stationers 
Hall’.34

!e financial arrangement was complex.35 Lottery tickets cost  
each, and , tickets were issued in total. !e fortunate ones who 
drew prize tickets were given shares ranging from one to fifty shares and 
became shareholders (a nominal value of  per share). !ose who 
drew ‘blank’ tickets would receive no share, but it was promised that 
they too ‘shall receive their Principal Money, with [yearly] Interest at 
#l. per Cent. ... out of the First Profits of the Mines, before any Dividend 
be made to the Fortunate alone’.36 !us even blank tickets were 
promoted as interest-bearing bonds. It was also suggested that the 
Company, ‘with a large Stock and good Management, would yield a 
clear Yearly Profit’ of more than ,.37 !e Company’s lottery 
scheme thus appealed to investors by highlighting elements of both 
speculation and secure investment.38

!e venture had been vigorously promoted. Newspapers advertised 
the lottery and handbills explained the arrangement and the future 
profitability.39 Lists of the subscribers suggest that they were drawn 
from across the political spectrum. Prominent tory investors included 
the figurehead Governor, the Duke of Leeds, Sir Joseph Hearne, 
ex-governor of the ‘old’ East India Company of –, and William, 
Baron of Digby. Other subscribers such as Sir !omas Vernon and Sir 

 . In addition to the works by Glaisyer, Cowan, Lake and Shepard cited above, my approach 
is also inspired by Q. Skinner, Meaning and Context: Quentin Skinner and His Critics, ed. 
J. Tully (Cambridge, ), pp. –; and K. Wrightson, ‘!e Politics of Parish in Early Modern 
England’, in P. Griffiths, A. Fox and S. Hindle, eds., !e Experience of Authority in Early Modern 
England (Basingstoke, ), pp. –.
 . Narcissus Luttrell, A Brief Historical Relation of State of A,airs from September "#'$ to April 
"'"+ ( vols., Oxford, ), iv. , .
 . For full details, see W.R. Scott, !e Constitution and Finance of English, Scottish and Irish 
Joint-Stock Companies to "'%&, ( vols., Cambridge, –), ii. –.
 . A New Abstract of the Mine-Adventure [...] (), non-paginated handbill.
 . Ibid.
 . In this respect, the Mine Adventure’s lottery scheme was similar to other lotteries launched 
in the s. See A. Murphy, ‘Lotteries in the s: Investment or Gamble?’, Financial History 
Review, xii (), pp. , .
 . Flying Post or the Post Master, p. , !ursday  Sept. ; Post Man and the Historical 
Account, p. , !ursday  Sept. ; Post Boy, p. , Saturday  Nov. . For example, 
A new abstract was available in such places as the Queens Head, Little Lincolns-Inn Fields, ‘and 
most of the eminent Booksellers in London and Westminster’, and was probably given gratis. Post 
Boy, p. , !ursday  Sept. ; Post Boy, p. , Saturday  Nov. .
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William Hedges had whig connections.40 As a result of the lottery, it 
turned out that the Company’s , shares were distributed among 
 shareholders, drawn from different parts of the country, with no 
less than  female investors.41 One pamphlet declared that ‘Noble 
Lords and Gentlemen, ... so many ingenious and industrious Merchants 
and Lawyers’ were among shareholders and were involved in its 
management.42

!e constitution of the Company largely followed other joint-stock 
companies. Twelve directors, who held a minimum of twenty shares, 
were to work under a governor and a deputy governor. !ey together 
formed the board of directors or the select committee that managed 
the business. Shareholders with more than three shares could cast a 
vote at annual general meetings to choose directors and approve the 
management.43

Promotional literature stressed that the Company would achieve 
three ambitious goals: piety, profit and public service. It was ‘An 
Undertaking Advantagious for the Publick Good, Charitable to the Poor 
and Profitable to every Person who shall be concerned therein’.44 Not 
everyone was prepared to accept these claims at face value and the 
Company was attacked as a dubious ‘project’. One pamphlet alleged 
that the Company was driven by ‘Projectors that have Fiction for 
their foundation’ and that its ‘Publick-spiritedness [was] pretended’.45 
Although Defoe, John Houghton and others argued that joint-stock 
companies could be wisely and profitably undertaken, such distrust of 
‘projectors’ was widespread. To combat such allegations, the Company 
marshalled a wide range of strategies. !e head steward of the Company’s 
mines, William Waller, published an essay on the value of the mines. 
To prove their richness, the Company also published legal testimonies 
of those who had gone down the mines. It even published a poem 
and ‘familiar dialogues’ on the Company.46 !ese pamphlets invoked 
Xenophon’s comments on Athenian mining and its public significance, 

 . A List of the Fortunate Adventurers in the Mine-Adventure (); A List of All the Adventurers 
in the Mine-Adventure (). For Leeds, Hearne, Vernon and Hedges, see respective entries in 
ODNB. For Digby, see H. Erskine-Hill, !e Social Milieu of Alexander Pope: Lives, Example and the 
Poetic Response (New Haven, ), pp. –. Hedges had tory as well as whig connections.
 . For more details, see A Settlement of the Mines late of Sir Carbery Pryse (), p. ; Evans, ‘An 
Investigation of Sir Humphrey Mackworth’s Industrial Activities’, appendix N.
 . William Shiers, A Familiar Discourse or Dialogue Concerning the Mine-Adventure (), 
sig. A.
 . See Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, ii. ; Rees, Industry, ii. . It was emphasised that each 
shareholder had only one vote. All shareholders were allowed to make complaints at general 
meetings of the Company, but not in law courts.
 . A New Abstract.
 . !omas Bateman, An Answer to the Postscript of a Paper, published by Sir H. M [...] intitul’d 
An Answer to Several Objections (), p. .
 . A True Copy of Several A-davits (); Waller, An Essay on the Value of the Mines; !omas 
Yalden, A Poem on the Mines Late of Sir Carbery Price. Dedicated to Sir Humphry Mackworth (); 
Shiers, A Familiar Discourse.
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and also discussed precedents of successful mining in Europe and Peru. 
Doing so helped stir up a national pride that Augustan England should 
compete with its ancient and contemporary counterparts.47 !e Mine 
Adventure was thus a typical ‘project’ in Defoe’s ‘Projecting Age’, making 
grandiose promises and, in so doing, attracting no small degree of 
suspicion.48

!e scheme emerged when its deputy governor, Mackworth, sought 
to raise funds to extend the mining business of his wife’s family.49 
Mackworth was the second son of a Shropshire landowner and, as such, 
could not expect to inherit or live off the relatively large estate of his 
family. Instead, he had to establish himself, building upon connections 
and an annuity of  from his father. Before turning twenty, he entered 
Oxford in  and then the Middle Temple in the following year. In 
, Mackworth was knighted as ‘a comptroller of the Middle Temple’ 
although he did not pursue the profession subsequently. In , he 
married Mary Evans, the daughter and sole heiress of Sir Herbert Evans 
of Glamorganshire, south Wales. !is was an advantageous match. 
!ough smaller than the estates of the Beauforts, the Mansels and the 
Windsors in the same region, Mackworth was to inherit a family estate 
worth about  p.a., including rich coal mines, on a scale that stood 
out among some  lesser gentry families of the county.50 Although 
the remarriage of his mother-in-law delayed receipt of this inheritance, 
it eventually passed to Mackworth in late .

Once he inherited the estate, Mackworth seems to have exploited the 
opportunities that it offered very vigorously. He developed the coal and 
copper mines, furnaces and other infrastructures, restoring the industrial 
complex from the relative neglect of previous decades. In , 
Mackworth tried to purchase the lead mines of the deceased Sir Carbery 
Price of Cardiganshire in western Wales, which were believed to be rich 
in silver. His plan was to form a company to reorganise the venture 
Price had started, and to bring lead ore to his Glamorgan estate and 
smelt it with the coal from his own mines. As his contemporaries noted, 
Mackworth was an enterprising gentleman: ‘severall persons oberv[e]d 
th[a]t I was too Eager & Carefull, too fond of these new designes’, he 
recorded in his diary.51 As Martin Daunton points out, under the law of 
trusts and a legal decision of , ‘the Court of Chancery permitted 
unincorporated business associations to vest their assets in trustees 

 . Waller, An Essay on the Value of the Mines, pp. –, –; Shiers, A Familiar Discourse, 
pp. –.
 . Other projects were catalogued and criticised by Angliae Tutamen, or, the Safety of England 
(). !e background is discussed in K. Yamamoto, ‘Distrust, Innovations, and Public Service: 
“Projecting” in Seventeenth- and Early Eighteenth-Century England’, Univ. of York D.Phil. thesis, 
, ch. .
 . Unless otherwise indicated, biographical information about Mackworth in this section is 
taken from ODNB and Hayton, ‘Mackworth’.
 . A.H. John and G. Williams, eds., Glamorgan County History ( vols., Cardiff, –), v. .
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. ,  Sept. .
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through a deed of settlement’, rulings that facilitated ‘investment in 
public works and utilities which would otherwise have been difficult’.52 
!e Mine Adventure began as such an unincorporated joint-stock 
company, and became incorporated in .

Although the Company managed to retain the appearance of success 
until about , by  it had failed disastrously. From the start, its 
operation was somewhat unscrupulous. Mackworth, for example, gave 
himself the power to dispose of the Company’s assets ‘without account’, 
words which were conveniently omitted from a printed version of the 
deed of settlement. Some shareholders later alleged that this allowed 
him to misappropriate funds.53 !e account of the Company’s 
subsequent decline has already been told several times by others.54 Put 
simply, it collapsed primarily because it was overcapitalised and could 
not yield adequate profits to pay interest to the shareholders and to 
those who held ‘blank tickets’, which amounted to , per annum, 
let alone additional dividends to be distributed among the shareholders. 
Evidence of the financial side of the operation is patchy and needs to be 
treated with caution. Coal mines and mineral refining at Mackworth’s 
estate in Neath yielded just about  per annum in . !e 
Company’s Cardiganshire mines on average produced ore worth only 
about , per year.55 !us from the very early stage, measures were 
taken to delay the payment of the interest; money was borrowed and 
new shares were issued to add capital. Despite the severe lack of liquidity, 
the Company went on to purchase more mines and expanded refining 
activities, overestimating their future profitability, and clinging too 
much to the hope that the scheme would eventually flourish. In order 
to maintain shareholders’ confidence, the Company slid further into 
malpractice. False news was fabricated and accounts were ‘cooked’. 
Sometimes directors raised capital by selling off part of their shares 
after manipulating the share price. !e select committee meetings 
run by directors were often held without being quorate and were 
frequently dominated by Mackworth, his cousin, and their associates. 
!us even some of the directors were unaware of the extent of 
mismanagement.

Owing to a ‘long-standing anomaly’ in British trustee law, a trustee 
who took shareholders’ money was merely considered a debtor and 

 . M.J. Daunton, Progress and Poverty: And Economic and Social History of Britain "'&&–"$(& 
(Oxford, ), pp. –, at p. . See also R. Harris, Industrializing English Law: 
Entrepreneurship and Business Organization, "'%&–"$++ (Cambridge, ), ch. ; P.W. Ireland, ‘!e 
Rise of the Limited Liability Company’, International Journal of the Sociology of Law, xii 
(), pp. –.
 . Journal of the House of Commons, xvi.  (hereafter cited as CJ); Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, 
ii. .
 . !e following summary is based primarily on Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, ii. –; Rees, 
Industry, ii. –.
 . Humphrey Mackworth, A Short State of the Case and Proceedings of the Company of Mine-
Adventurers (), p. ; Phillips, Vale of Neath, p. ; Rees, Industry, ii. ; CJ, xvi, .
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could be sued only in civil courts.56 But the Company had already 
prohibited shareholders from taking civil actions. Complaints to the 
Company’s directors also proved an ineffective remedy. Consequently 
disaffected subscribers and directors petitioned parliament in . !e 
whig-dominated Commons carried out an investigation and voted that 
Mackworth was ‘guilty of many notorious and scandalous Frauds’ and 
of conduct in violation of the Company’s charter.57 Mackworth was 
removed from the Company and its management: he responded by 
publishing a series of pamphlets defending his honour. While the 
Company receded from the public’s attention during much of the s, 
it continued its operation in Wales, reappeared on the public stage 
during the Bubble of , and subsequently developed links with the 
York Buildings Company. Some of the Company’s Cardiganshire mines 
would annually produce more than a thousand tons of ore in the mid-
nineteenth century.58 So while the Company might well have been 
substantially and even fraudulently mismanaged, the scheme was not 
without potential.

Mackworth’s ejection from the Company in  became the 
epitome of the ‘projector’s’ greed and the subscribers’ credulity. !e 
episode thus appears to support the view that landed gentlemen  
like Mackworth could only ‘dirty’ their hands in business affairs  
by abandoning their ideals (such as country tory ideology) and by 
embracing greed. !is familiar narrative, however, conceals substantially 
more complex interactions between the landed class and the financial 
revolution.

Not surprisingly, Mackworth benefited from the Mine Adventure. He 
privately admitted he had ‘labored & toyled in th[a]t business, p[ar]tly 
for profit, p[ar]tly for my reputac[i]on in this world’.59 However much 
revenues from Neath and the Cardiganshire mines fell below what was 
needed to pay annual interest and subsequent dividends, nevertheless 
they were considerable compared to the small annuity of  with 
which Mackworth began. Initially, at least, the Mine Adventure also 
served to enhance Mackworth’s reputation as it was vigorously promoted 
as a public service. !e mine steward Waller published An Essay on the 
Value of the Mines at the time of the flotation. Recalling his visit 
to Mackworth’s estate and his mining business there, Waller praised 

 . !is anomaly was partially remedied by the Fraudulent Trustees Act of .  and  Vict., 
c.. For more details, see J. Taylor, ‘Company Fraud in Victorian Britain: !e Royal British Bank 
Scandal of ’, ante, cxxii (), pp. –.
 . CJ, xvi. . !e verdict came out of the parliamentary investigation documented in ibid., 
xvi. , , , –, –.
 . W.J. Lewis, ‘Lead Mining in Cardiganshire’, in G.H. Jenkins and I. Gwynedd, eds., 
Cardiganshire County History: III. Cardiganshire in Modern Times (Cardiff, ), pp. , , 
.
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. ,  July .
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Mackworth as a reliable leader who had not only knowledge in mining, 
business management and law but also a ‘Disposition for the publick 
Good’:60

I had the favour of being admitted to see the Copper-works and Coal-works 
of Sir Humphry Mackworth; and having observed his new Contrivances in 
the Management thereof ... and taking notice of his Judgment in Matters of 
Law, and also of his frank and generous Disposition for the publick Good; 
and that he was by no means of a covetous or grasping Temper, but took 
delight in the Advantage he brought to others, especially the poor Miners 
and Labourers, as well as in the Gains he got for himself. I presently 
concluded, that he was the fittest Person I knew to set the Wheels a going[.]

Mackworth was also hailed as a credible gentleman. For example, a 
handbill that called for subscribers for the Company’s lottery presented 
Mackworth as a public figure who would ensure that no cheat be 
involved in the lottery or in the Company’s transactions. Mackworth 
showed his willingness to take an oath on fair transactions:61

Sir Humphrey Mackworth doth declare ... at the Request of any Adventurer, 
to make a Voluntary A-davit before a Master in Chancery, !at he doth not 
gain, directly or indirectly, and Advantage to himself, but what is equally 
and fairly communicated to every other Adventurer whatsoever.

If we turn to the lengthy legal document that sets out details of the 
lottery, notaries as well as the deputy governor were to take oaths.62 Yet 
the handbill makes only sporadic reference to the notaries. In the 
Company’s publicity, Mackworth was thus presented above others as 
the symbolic guarantor of fairness, a role that would have enhanced his 
reputation as a ‘man of credit’.63

Furthermore the Mine Adventure led to tangible political advancement. 
In a letter sent to the mine steward, Waller, in April , Mackworth 
declared that ‘nothing would be so honourable for your friend as to be 
elected for that county where the mines lie’, and instructed him to 
publicise his ‘service’ to local prominent figures.64 For Mackworth, 
becoming an MP was a ‘great affaire’.65 In December , about two 
years after the flotation of the Company, Mackworth dined in London 
with other potential candidates ‘to settle the Election at Cardiganshire’, 

 . Waller, An Essay on the Value of the Mines, sig. b.
 . A New Abstract. For a cultural history of oath-taking, see J. Spurr, ‘A Profane History of 
Early Modern Oath’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, th series, xi (), pp. –.
 . A Settlement of the Mine-Adventure (), pp. , .
 . Defoe recommended that lotteries be supervised ‘by Men of known Integrity and Estate’ to 
prevent fraud. See Defoe, Essay upon Projects, p. .
 . William Waller, !e Mine Adventure Laid Open (), p. , Mackworth to Waller,  Apr. .
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. , about  Dec. .
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and sent letters about the affair.66 He was indeed elected for Cardiganshire 
in , thanks to the connections he had obtained from the Mine 
Adventure, and possibly to the bribes he had offered.67 !us joint-stock 
companies were not inherently detrimental to gentility and social 
prestige. Indeed, Mackworth’s position as deputy governor of the 
Company seems to have promoted his parliamentary career.68

Predictably, however, Mackworth never publicly admitted that he 
was merely pursuing personal aggrandisement. On the contrary, he 
consistently publicised the scheme as a noble public service and 
tried to implement it as such. Employment of the poor was 
highlighted as a particularly important public service provided by 
the Mine Adventure. One of its pamphlets claimed that the 
Company would not only benefit its ‘Adventurers’ but also the poor 
and the country at large:69

In short, these Mines ... will supply the Nation with Bullion, raise Estates for 
all the Adventurers, promote a Foreign Trade with the Commodities of own 
Country, and provide for Many !ousands of Poor People in all Parts of the 
Kingdom.

!e Company’s economic claim extended to the national economy. It 
would, another pamphlet contended, ‘Employ the Poor, and improve 
our Manufactures; and consequently, to add considerably to the 
National Stock, and bring more Wealth to England than any Foreign 
Trade whatsoever’.70

!e Mine Adventure also promoted charity, something with wide 
appeal and the kind of public-spirited endeavour befitting high tories 
like Mackworth. Under his direction, the Mine Adventure supported 
two charity schools chiefly for children of mineworkers.71 It was further 
said that ‘all aged and impotent Miners and Labourers in their service 
[to the Company], are to be maintained out of the Profits of the 
Mines’.72 Mackworth even planned to donate ‘as far as Ten thousand 
pounds’ worth of the Company’s shares to Corporations for the Poor in 
London, Bristol, York and elsewhere, so that they would be funded 

 . Ibid., fos. – ff., –, ,  Dec. .
 . For example, Mackworth told Waller to pay ‘compliments to my Lord Lisburne, that he  
may command what coal he pleases, at his own price’. Hayton, ‘Mackworth’, iv. . See also 
H. Horwitz, Parliament, Policy, and Politics in the Reign of William III (Manchester, ), p. .
 . For his subsequent parliamentary activities, see Hayton, ‘Mackworth’, passim; M. Ransome, 
‘!e Parliamentary Career of Sir Humphrey Mackworth, –’, University of Birmingham 
Historical Journal, i (), pp. –.
 . A New Abstract. See also Waller’s praise of Mackworth quoted earlier.
 . A True Copy of Several A-davits, p. .
 . See T. Shankland, ‘Sir John Philipps of Picton Castle, the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, and the Charity-School Movement in Wales –’, Transactions of the Honourable 
Society of Cymmrodorion (–), pp. , .
 . Shiers, A Familiar Discourse, p. .
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annually by dividends of the Company.73 !e Company arranged for 
condemned criminals ‘to be Transported over [the] Severn to work 
in the Mines’ as indentured labourers for five years, slavery that was 
given the charitable gloss of allowing the nation to ‘reap the benefit 
of their Labour, and the poor penitent Criminals be able to make 
some Atonement for their Crimes in the Service of their Native 
Country’.74

!e promotion of the Company corresponded to Mackworth’s view 
of the undertaking as godly public service, a view he frequently expressed 
in his extant diary, which covers the years  to . !is diary is 
tightly bound and has  pages. It was not too large or too heavy, and 
the entries suggest Mackworth carried it around with him.75 Not all of 
the entries are fully dated, but Mackworth’s frequent comments about 
sermons he had heard during the morning’s service suggest that entries 
were written mainly on Sundays. Although entries cover such diverse 
topics as politics, music, business activities and addresses to children, 
most of them were written from an overwhelmingly spiritual perspective. 
In the first page, for example, Mackworth wrote: ‘Remember & always 
call to mind that you have but one thinge to doe & th[a]t [is] to serve 
God; this is y[ou]r business in this world, all the affaires are collaterall’.76 
Mackworth repeated such ‘observances’ and ‘examination’ to remind 
himself that ‘I am doeing his business in the world’.77

Religious self-fashioning of this kind was widespread throughout the 
seventeenth century, and was part of what Andrew Cambers calls the 
‘Godly religious culture’, a culture ‘that had sociability at its heart’, 
where diaries ‘were indeed read, cherished, and circulated’. !ese 
writings were ‘private’ only in that they did not address the unrestricted 
reading ‘public’. ‘[M]odelled from the outside, not just written from the 
inside’, these writings reflected writers’ engagement with contemporary 

 . Ibid., pp. –. !is plan was later changed to the donation of / of yearly clear profit.
 . Ibid., pp. –, at p. . !e idea of using condemned criminals as cheap labourers was 
not uncommon. See !omas Bushell, An Extract by Mr. Bushell of His Late Abridgment of the Lord 
Chancellor Bacons Philosophical !eory in Mineral Prosecutions (), p. ; !omas Birch, History 
of the Royal Society of London ["'('] ( vols., Brussels, ), iii. – (esp. ), Sir Robert 
Southwell’s ‘discourse concerning water’; Defoe, Essay upon Projects, p. .
 . !e diary consists of a single gathering, measures  ×  ×  mm, and weighs  g (with 
modern bindings). While it was repaired and rebound sometime after its accession at the National 
Library of Wales in , there is no surviving evidence of any previous binding and nothing to 
indicate the removal of any pages. I am grateful to Mr Rhys M. Jones of the Library for answering 
my enquiries. Several quotations from the diary can be found in Phillips, Vale of Neath, pp. , 
–, , –. It is not known whether Mackworth kept a diary after , although there 
survives a much shorter diary that covers – (NAS Gn/P/).
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. , [n.d.]. See also ibid., fos. , .
 . Ibid., fo. ,  Nov. . See also ibid., fo. , [n.d.]: ‘How doth this design or action tend to 
the Glory of God; or his Service? If you don’t aske y[ou]r self this question, hee Certainly will in effect 
at the day of Judgment’. Compare D. Hayton, ‘Moral Reform and Country Politics in the Late 
Seventeenth-Century House of Commons’, Past & Present, cxxviii (), pp. – (esp. p. 
).
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conventions and culture.78 We can use Mackworth’s diary, therefore, 
to reveal how his joint engagement in contemporary religious and 
economic cultures enabled him to conceptualise and legitimise his 
mining business.

Mackworth saw the employment of the poor as part of his ‘duty’ to 
advance the public good. Two years before the floatation of the Mine 
Adventure, he wrote in his diary: ‘I thought it my duty to bee carefull 
of my Temporall talent in order to doe more good to Employ poore 
labourers’.79 Within two months, his father-in-law had died suddenly, 
and the management of the family business had finally come to his 
hands. Feeling God’s providence in this turn of events, Mackworth 
resolved to use the estate business as an instrument to serve the public 
good and his family:80

when God was pleased in opposition to my adversaryes to give mee a 
Coalework, I resolved then in obedience to his commands to apply my self to 
the manag[em]ent of it, purely out of a design to doe more good in the world, 
to my children and to the whole town & countrey ab[ou]t Neath who were 
grown very poore & [I] would Employ [them] & [encourage] Trade.

Note that he again presented the employment of the poor as public 
service, a view that anticipated the promotion of the Mine Adventure.

!e creation of jobs was among the most important aspects of public 
service in early modern social and economic reforms.81 Mineral works 
required labourers for digging and transporting ore; metal extraction 
required smelters. !us those who had estates rich with mineral resources, 
like the Lowthers, the Beaumonts and the Evans (which Mackworth 
then inherited), could display their public service by developing the 
mining industry.82 According to Gabriel Plattes, an influential writer on 
the subject in the mid-seventeenth century, mining would set ‘people 
on workes; not onely in the discovering of them [mines], but also in the 
severall operations about the digging, melting, and refining of them’.83 
In this way, he argued, mining would tend ‘to releeve and sustaine the 
lives of Men’, and therefore had ‘the great benefit ... to divers Kingdomes 

 . A. Cambers, ‘Reading, the Godly, and Self-Writing in England, circa –’, Journal of 
British Studies, xlvi (), p. .
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. ,  Sept. .
 . Ibid., fos. –, [ Nov. ?] (quotation from fo. ).
 . Literature on this subject is vast. Useful and influential works include P. Slack, From 
Reformation to Improvement: Public Welfare in Early Modern England (Oxford, ); J. !irsk, 
Economic Policy and Projects: !e Development of a Consumer Society in Early Modern England 
(Oxford, ).
 . Aristocrats and lesser landowners played a range of roles in the mining industry, and there 
is a rich historiography. See, for example, L. Stone, !e Crisis of the Aristocracy, "(($–"#+" (Oxford, 
), pp. –; Heal and Holmes, Gentry, pp. –; G.E. Mingay, English Landed Society in the 
Eighteenth Century (), pp. –; and J.V. Beckett, !e Aristocracy in England "##&–"*"+ 
(Oxford, ), pp. –.
 . Gabriel Plattes, A Discovery of Subterraneal Treasure (), sig. [Bv].
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and Countries’ when properly managed.84 !is was, then, one of the ideals 
that helped Mackworth (and later the Mine Adventure) conceptualise 
mining as a public service.

!e Company’s charitable arrangements reflected Mackworth’s view 
of charity. In an entry probably written prior to his involvement in 
mining, Mackworth wrote how he ‘must labor in an honest Calling’:85

wee may Employ the Treasure wee get as may bee most for his [i.e. God’s] 
Glory & Service; here wee proportion a part thereof to the poore; and soe 
[that we] are actually labourers in his Vineyard, providing for his family, & 
in his immediate service.

He linked this charitable aspiration to his industrial activities. Shortly 
after (or even the day after) the management of the estate came to his 
hands, he wrote:86

the L[or]d[,] grant th[a]t in all my designs of Coaleworks & Copperworks I 
may not relye on my self, or please my self w[i]th any hapyness from them, 
any further th[a]n I may doe more good in the world, for my dear children, 
& for the poore[.]

Mackworth understood the Mine Adventure in the same way. In the 
first entry he wrote after floating the Company, he aspired to make it 
‘acceptable’ to God:87

O Lord Grant (I beseech thee) th[a]t I began this Undertaking w[i]th a good 
designe soe I may Carry it on in such manner as may bee acceptable in thy 
light & may most tend to the honour & glory of thy most Holy name; by 
doeing good to the poor for y[ou]r sole sake of my Blessed Saviour[.]

If the prospect of employing the poor enabled Mackworth to see his 
mining business as public service, then the ideal of charity obliged him 
to sanctify the undertaking and make it acceptable to God’s eyes.

Mackworth’s and the Company’s charitable aspiration echoed an 
influential biblical dictum that ‘If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that 
thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven’ 
(Matt. :). More specifically, his mining scheme was integral to what 
historians have often called the ‘godly reformation’ or the ‘moral 
revolution’.88 From the s, Societies for the Reformation of Manners 

 . Ibid., sig. [Bv], sig. [Bv].
 .  Mackworth Diary, fo.  [n.d.].
 . Ibid., fos. –,  Nov. .
 . Ibid., fo. ,  July .
 . T. Claydon, William III and the Godly Revolution (Cambridge, ); J. Spurr, ‘!e Church, 
the Societies and the Moral Revolution of ’, in J. Walsh, C. Haydon and S. Taylor, eds., !e 
Church of England c. "#$*-c. "$)): From Toleration to Tractarianism (Cambridge, ), p. .
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were established; the Sunday School movement grew; foundling 
hospitals and workhouses were erected and special sermons funded by 
public subscriptions, so-called ‘lectureships’, thrived. Landed gentlemen 
as well as middling sorts took part from across the political spectrum.89 
As Robert Nelson urged, ‘men of quality’ should ‘value their high Rank 
and Station in the World, chiefly as it is an Instrument of doing Good’.90 
Now a gentleman of means, Mackworth thrust himself into this 
charitable role. In , while busy setting up the Mine Adventure, he 
helped found the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge 
(SPCK).91 From , he was a member of the Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (SPG), making an annual 
donation of  to support its missions abroad.92 Worldly affairs such as 
the Mine Adventure were intimately connected with these charitable 
missions. As Mackworth wrote in his diary, one ‘should adjust a due 
care of Temporall affairs & of Spirituall Togeather’.93 Mackworth thus 
conceptualised the Company’s ambitious goals of piety, profit and 
public service by drawing upon widespread economic, and above all 
religious, practices.

Mackworth was, however, less a saintly entrepreneur than a man of 
business alive to both the spiritual need for sanctification and the 
marketing potential of such piety. Despite the Company’s pains to 
reassure investors that using condemned criminals as indentured labour 
saved those ‘(that have forfeited their Liberty) from the Slavery, both of 
Sin and Death’, the economic incentive of free labour seems unlikely to 
have been a secondary concern.94 As the Company started calling for 
subscription to its lottery, it tripled the proportion of its charitable 
contributions, presumably hoping for the public’s attention.95 Indeed, 
the use of a lottery was justified on this account. Although one of the 
Company’s pamphlets acknowledged that ‘Lotteries have been generally 

 . M. Goldie, ‘Voluntary Anglicans’, Historical Journal, xlvi (), pp. –; C. Rose 
‘Providence, Protestant Union and Godly Reformation in the s’, Transactions of the Royal 
Historical Society, th series, iii (), pp. –. For the complex relationship between party 
politics and moral reform, see Claydon, William III, pp. –; C. Rose, ‘!e Origins and Ideals of 
the SPCK –’, in Haydon and Taylor, eds., !e Church of England c."#$*–c."$)), 
p. ; T. Hitchcock, ‘Paupers and Preachers: !e SPCK and the Parochial Work-House 
Movement’, in L. Davison, T. Hitchcock, T. Keirn and R.B. Shoemaker, eds., Stilling the Grumbling 
Hive: !e Responses to Social and Economic Problems in England, "#$*–"'(& (Stroud, ), p. .
 . Robert Nelson, Address to Persons of Quality and Estate (), p. .
 .  Rose, ‘Origins’, p. .
 . Lambeth Palace Library, SPG VI, fos. , –, , , , ,  (by permission of !e 
Trustees of Lambeth Palace Library). Mackworth also donated  s. d. when the organisation 
was set up. Rhodes House Library, Oxford, USPG, X , First Donation List,  (by permission 
of !e United Society for the Propagation of the Gospel).
 . Mackworth Diary, fos. –,  Sept. .
 . Shiers, A Familiar Discourse, pp. – at p. .
 . Compare A Settlement of the Mines Late of Sir Carbery Pryse (), p. ; A Settlement of the 
Mine-Adventure (), p. . !e former, signed on  Aug. , arranged to set off / of the clear 
profits, whereas the latter, signed two months later when the subscription opened, offered / part.
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abused’, it contended that cheating and unfair lotteries should be 
‘restrained and regulated’, with ‘a tacit Commendation of those that 
make a right use’ of it.96 Highlighting that ‘a Twelfth part of the Profits 
of all these Mines [would be] appropriated to Charitable Uses’, the 
pamphlet praised the Company’s lottery as a means to achieve a noble 
end:97

!is Lottery was at first contrived with a very good Design not only ... to set 
on work so great a Mine for the Publick Good, and employ great Numbers 
of poor Workmen, their Wives and Children; but also thereby ... to Carve 
out of the Mines a very Great and Noble Share for Charitable Uses, which 
could not in all probability have been obtained by any other means.

Immediately after this passage, a ‘Learned Doctor of Divinity’, one of 
the protagonists of this pamphlet, told the reader that ‘so great a 
Charity’ of the Company convinced him to subscribe to the Company’s 
lottery:98

!is, my Lord, was the Reason that induced me to engage in this Undertaking ... 
I thought it became every good Man to give a helping Hand to it, not only 
to bring this particular Undertaking to good Effect, but by the Success of 
this, to encourage all other Persons concerned in Mineral Works, to follow 
so good an Example; and to set apart some Share of the Profits thereof to 
Charitable Uses, if it were only to the Relief of such poor Miners, their 
Wives and Children, as may in time stand in need thereof.

Significantly, such prominent ‘Learned Doctor[s] of Divinity’ were 
among the subscribers and directors. !omas Bray, the founder of the 
SPCK, wrote that he had ‘a considerable Interest’ in the Company.99 
!e non-juror and Jacobite Robert Nelson, another member of the 
SPCK, whose advocacy of charity we have already noted, held shares 
worth more than , and acted twice as a director.100 By the time the 
Company collapsed, John Chamberlayne, FRS, a translator, member of 
the SPCK and a secretary to the SPG, was owed  by the Company, 
whereas one !omas Nichol was owed more than , ‘in Trust for 
Christ Hospital’.101 !e Mine Adventure had thus thrived in a state of 
symbiosis with charitable missions. Dividends were intended to help 
finance charitable organisations. !e ideal of charity in turn helped lend 

    . Shiers, A Familiar Discourse, pp. –.
    . Ibid., pp. , .
    .  Ibid., pp. –.
    . H.P. !ompson, !omas Bray (), pp. , , at p. .
 . See A List of All the Adventurers.
 .   An Alphabetical List of the Creditors of the Company of Mine-Adventurers of England (), 
pp. , . For Chamberlayne, see also SPG XIV/, secretary [Chamberlayne] to Robinson and 
Reynolds,  June .
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prestige to the business: being listed along with prominent aristocrats 
and a few well-known divines ‘did one’s social position little harm’.102 
Godly aspirations even helped justify the use of indentured labour and 
a lottery that could be controversial.

In the light of how Mackworth conceptualised and promoted his 
business, it is now clear that what he intended was not a mere scam, 
but a more complex enterprise that had both higher and more self-
serving aims. !is should prevent us from simply endorsing the 
contemporary denunciation of Mackworth as a stereotypical greedy 
‘projector’, pursuing nothing but nefarious gain. What, then, did  
a precarious pursuit of piety, profit and public service mean for 
Mackworth and for the wider society? One of the earliest symptoms 
of malpractice suggests that Mackworth forged reports of imminent 
profit—what contemporaries later denounced as an epitome of 
fraudulent ‘projecting’—in a desperate attempt to keep shareholder 
confidence. In his diary, Mackworth acknowledged that such 
malpractice was a sin; he tried to atone for it by serving the public 
good through the Company. !e result was a paradox: the Mine 
Adventure advanced regional economic development while causing 
a huge scandal in London. Mackworth’s religious perception of his 
own dishonesty thus exonerates him from the worst charge of rank 
hypocrisy, and reveals the complex interworking of piety, sin and 
repentance in a commercial setting.

!e Mine Adventure initially promised that interest of  per cent 
would be ‘paid every Second Wednesday in June Yearly’.103 But it did 
not give a specific timetable for the progress of the mining work. 
Subscribers were left to peruse Waller’s An essay on the value of the 
mines () which proclaimed that ‘I have not read or heard of such 
a Mine of Lead in all the World, as the great Vein’ at the Company’s 
mines.104 He asserted, provided that ‘a Year’s time be allowed for 
putting the Work in Order’ with the ‘Stock proportionable’ to the 
undertaking, then ‘the work will be clear from all Obstructions from 
Water’ so that ‘Levels, Adits, Shafts’ could be constructed, thereafter 
‘employ[ing] at three several Shifts, every eight hours, several 
Hundred Men’ to raise ore ‘by blasting upwards with Gun-powder’.105 
While this bold prospect probably helped to draw in investors, it 
turned upon somewhat unrealistic assumptions. It failed to take into 
account the cost of drainage or the rents the Company would have 
to pay to landowners.106

 . Stewart, Rise of Public Science, p. .
 .  A New Abstract; Scott, Joints-stock Companies, ii. .
 . Waller, An Essay on the Value of the Mines, p. .
 .  Ibid., pp. , , .
 . Ibid., p. .
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In January , as it became unlikely that the mines would return 
the expected profits by June, Mackworth decided to fabricate reports 
from the mines. He told Waller what to write in his reports:107

the Water being strong upon you, and you cannot suddenly drain it, nor 
make room for many Men to work, but in time you shall double your Men, 
and raise Quantities, but much more, when ... no water troubles you[.]

In his letters from the mines that were compiled and published as a 
series of Abstracts, Waller began to excuse the delay in draining the 
mines and reaching profits.108 In a report dated  April, he wrote that 
‘we are troubled with Water and cannot raise much Oar [sic] yet’. At the 
same time, he promised that once the drainage was finished he would 
‘then double and treble our Men in raising Oar [sic]’, an excuse that 
bore striking resemblance to Mackworth’s instruction.109 In a report 
sent shortly afterwards, Waller again followed Mackworth’s instruction 
closely and projected the ‘Victory ... in Prospect’ while excusing the 
delay.110 Such reports were ‘confirmed’ by other reports, and then 
endorsed as ‘matters of fact’ by the directors in London who ordered 
them to be printed and published.111

One of the few extant outgoing letters from Mackworth reveals that 
the manipulation of information was not primarily intended to fleece 
investors:112

As to Bwlchyr-Eskirhyr, give me leave to put in my foolish !oughts, unless 
you can coffer out [i.e. drain] the Bog-Water into the Levels, or Curtis Drift, 
I could never imagine what good you could do in so wet a place. ... We have 
given it all over the Town that you are raising Ore in two places, and now we 
shall be found Lyars. ... You cannot imagine the Cry against us in the Town. 
All my best Friends begin to forsake us. If there be no Prospect of Interest 

 . CJ, xvi, . See also an undated letter: ‘I hope you will send us a particular Account of the 
Mines in yours, that may put Life into us, for we are all dead at present’. Waller, Mine Adventure 
Laid Open, pp. –.
 . !e Second Abstract of the State of the Mines of Bwlchyr-Eskir-Hyr (), pp. , .
 . Ibid., p. .
 . Ibid., p. .
 .   !e authentication of ‘matters of fact’ was a prevailing knowledge-making procedure in 
experimental philosophy, legal courts and in novels. See S. Shapin and S. Schaffer, Leviathan and 
the Air-pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental Life (Princeton, ); B.J. Shapiro, A Culture of 
Fact: England, "((&–"'%& (Ithaca, ); S. Schaffer, ‘A Social History of Plausibility: Country, City 
and Calculation in Augustan Britain’, in A. Wilson, ed., Rethinking Social History: English Society 
"('&–"*%& and Its Interpretation (Manchester, ), pp. –.
 . !e quotation is reconstructed from two transcripts of the same letter, found in CJ, 
xvi, ; Waller, Mine Adventure Laid Open, pp. –. !ese transcripts cover largely different 
portions of this now lost letter, but where they overlap the transcripts match word for word. Most 
of the extant business letters by Mackworth have survived only as transcriptions printed in Waller’s 
polemics against Mackworth. !e letter quoted here was reportedly transcribed from the original 
which two of Mackworth’s closest subordinates ‘owned to be Sir Humphry Mackworth’s Hand-
writing’ (CJ, xvi, ).
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Money this June, neither Blanks, nor Shares, will be worth Picking up in the 
Streets; but, if we had a little Oar [sic] in the Banks, and were raising Oar 
[sic] in Two or !ree Places, I could get the Committee, perhaps, to buy the 
company’s Shares, and pay the Interest, at least to all the new Adventurers. ... 
!e name of raising Oar [sic] in several Places will raise us Money, and keep 
our Credit, till the great Vein is found, and our Interest Money paid. Pray 
consider these things, and see what you can do.

!e letter suggests that Mackworth forged reports because it seemed to 
him that the Company’s credit would have been otherwise lost. Keeping 
the shareholders on board was difficult. Investors sought financial return 
from investment, but were also weary of being cheated by joint-stock 
‘projects’. An imaginary character in A Familiar Discourse () 
announced: ‘there hath been several Projects set on foot, which have 
either proved unsuccessful, or which is worse, meer Cheats’.113 In ‘all 
the late Projects that were not founded on an honest bottom, the 
principal Promoters of them sold out immediately’.114 !e Mine 
Adventure also suffered from the distrust of dubious ‘projects’. One of 
the pamphlets admitted that ‘this Undertaking [was] so ridiculed’; some 
‘malicious or designing Person shall spread a false Report in Town, 
which will soon be believed by a thousand such Inconsiderate Persons’.115

Paying the promised dividends would surely have been the best retort 
to these allegations. But the Mine Adventure could not do this because 
of the underlying problems of drainage and the slender profit margin. 
!e Mine Adventure was using shafts for drainage called ‘levels’ and 
‘drifts’ besides pumps and engines. !e foregoing letter to Waller 
suggests these technologies failed to function as expected. Perhaps 
more than incompetence was at stake here. As cultural historians 
have told us, assessing risk and probability was difficult for early 
modern contemporaries who drew heavily upon divine interventions 
to understand the world around them.116 Predicting the cost of 
drainage was accordingly not easy, and the problem was exacerbated 
by local variations. !e challenge of drainage thus frequently ruined 
entrepreneurs. As one commented in the s, ‘Instead of draining the 
water, their pockets are drained’.117 In this respect, the Mine Adventure’s 
struggle was not exceptional.

 . Shiers, A Familiar Discourse, p. . See also ibid., p. : ‘they are resolved to make the Mine-
Adventure to be a meer Cheat, right or wrong’.
 . Shiers, A Familiar Discourse, p. .
 . Ibid., pp. , . See also !e Fourth Abstract of the State of the Mines of Bwlchyr-Eskir-Hyr 
(), p. ; An Abstract of Letters Concerning the Mines (), p. .
 . !is began to change during the eighteenth century. See L. Daston, ‘!e Domestication of 
Risk: Mathematical Probability and Insurance –’, in L. Kruger, L. Daston and  
M. Heidelberger, eds., !e Probabilistic Revolution ( vols., Cambridge, MA, ), i. –; 
G. Clark, Betting on Lives: !e Culture of Life Insurance in England, "#*(–"''( (Manchester, ).
 . Stephen Primatt, !e City and Country Purchaser and Builder (), p. , as quoted in 
Stone, !e Crisis of the Aristocracy, p. . See also Heal and Holmes, Gentry, p. .
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!e letter also reveals that Mackworth was anxious about the 
prospect of paying  per cent interest (,) in six months.118 
Many other entrepreneurs found it difficult to secure profits. For 
example, the New River Company, which began in James I’s reign 
and survived into the Victorian era, had to endure two decades of 
unprofitable operations with huge overheads.119 It also took nearly 
two decades to derive a modest profit from the Newcomen steam 
engine, a device that later revolutionised power supply across Europe 
and beyond.120 Likewise, the Mine Adventure suffered from the 
slender profit margin at its inception. Mackworth’s forging of reports 
was, therefore, a possibly well-intentioned, but evidently ad hoc and 
dishonest, response to the interlocking problems of the cost of 
drainage, the need to pay dividends and to continue to secure 
corporate credit in the precarious financial market. Mackworth was 
in fact acutely aware that he was sanctioning dubious practices. In 
the aforementioned letter, he conceded: ‘if you think the Mines will 
not answer’ the expectation of great profit, ‘we had better give them 
up’.121

For the pious gentleman who conceptualised his business as a 
worldly pursuit of God’s honour, deceiving investors was at worst a 
despicable sin. Mackworth accordingly used the diary to show his 
repentance and record his resolutions to amend. For most of , 
when he was busy working on the Mine Adventure and instructing 
Waller to write ‘encouraging’ reports, Mackworth did not write 
entries at all. Earlier in the year, in February, he stated that ‘I hope 
[to] Indeavour for the future Every day to Examine myself, repent & 
amend the faults of each day’122—a resolution he apparently failed 
to keep. On  December, ‘After many months Neglect of my daily 
observances’, Mackworth resumed his diary. It could be that he had 
been too busy to write or that his business dealings were too 
incongruous to be recorded. In any case, he was mindful of his 
shortcomings: ‘I have now not a day, but a yeare to acc[oun]t for’, 
he told himself.123 He repented ‘how has my life been spent in a 
hurry in a Crowd of worldly projects, w[i]thout the least concerne 
for my poor Soule’.124 He went on: ‘wh[a]t are all the Mines in the 

 . !is sum represents the payment only for the ‘New Adventurers’ who joined the venture in 
, and excludes interest due to the old partners who had been shareholders of Sir Carbery Price’s 
concern.
 . M.S.R. Jenner, ‘L’Eau Changé en L’Argent? Vendre L’Eau dans les Villes Anglaises au Dix-
Septième Siècle’, Dix-Septieme Siecle, lv (), p. .
 . For the episode, see A. Smith, ‘Steam and the City: !e Committee of Proprietors of the 
Invention for Raising Water by Fire, –’, Transactions of Newcomen Society, xlix (–), 
pp. –. See also Stewart, Rise of Public Science, pp. –.
 . Waller, Mine Adventure Laid Open, p. .
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. ,  Feb. .
 . Ibid., fo. ,  Dec. .
 . Ibid., fo. ,  Dec. .
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world to mee, unless applyed to the Glory of God, by doeing Good 
in the world’?125

Mackworth went on to make a more specific confession in the same 
entry. He became resigned to himself and his failings and wondered 
whether God might not after all allow the sins he had committed out of 
‘Temptac[i]ons’ to prevail and ‘convince’ others. Here, Mackworth was 
looking back on the ‘crowd of projects’ in the management of the mines 
and repenting the great dependence on his ‘own Strength’, a confession 
he made about a year earlier.126 !e entry invokes the shady manipulation 
of corporate credit he had knowingly and rather successfully committed 
over the year:127

L[or]d have mercey upon mee & grant if it bee thy blessed will that those 
Temptac[i]ons & fallings away may convince few, [then] little wee can 
depend on our own Strength, & how all our hopes are in the Infinite Mercy 
of our L[or]d to protect & defend, assist & strengthen us ag[ain]st the power 
of Satan[.]

On  December , just six days after this entry, Mackworth 
perceived the ‘hurry of writing letters’ as Satan’s temptation. Having 
written many sheets to ‘instruct’ Waller and others, Mackworth must 
have been in a fit position to reflect upon the subject:128

the very Surprise of Business might be a Call upon us to watch ag[ain]st the 
temptac[i]ons of Satan; of knowing th[a]t th[e]re is the time th[a]t hee will 
most Industrious to deceive us[.]

Such awareness of sinfulness was a commonplace in early modern godly 
culture. As Margo Todd has shown, godly diary keeping was intended 
not only to reflect one’s interiority but also to shape oneself into a godly 
mould that would be acceptable in God’s eyes.129 In the later seventeenth 
century, this ideal of imitatio Christi was often expressed in the teaching 
of ‘practical godliness’ and ‘sanctification’. According to John Spurr, 

 . Ibid., fo. ,  Dec. . Where he referred to his mining project in his diary, he tended 
to repent his involvement in such a general term. See for example, Mackworth Diary, fos. –, , 
, –, .
 . Mackworth Diary, fos. –,  Nov. : ‘O L[or]d, I heartily beg pardon for all my 
sins & in particular for soe often depending on my own strengh or policy’. Mackworth did not 
linger on the detail of his sin.
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. ,  Dec. . For the prevalent invocation of providence in 
diaries and in ‘seveenth-century political argument and decision-making’, see Samuel Jeake, An 
Astrological Diary of the Seventeenth Century: Samuel Jeake of Rye "#(%–"#**, ed. M. Hunter and 
A. Gregory (Oxford, ), pp. , , –; B. Worden, ‘Providence and Politics in Cromwellian 
England’, Past and Present, cix (), p. .
 . Mackworth Diary, fo. ,  Dec. .
 . M. Todd, ‘Puritan Self-fashioning: !e Diary of Samuel Ward’, Journal of British Studies, 
xxxi (), pp. –.
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many Anglican and dissenting clergymen argued that in order for 
sinners to be accepted and saved as righteous on account of Christ’s 
atonement they would have to show some evidence of repentance and 
amendment first. !at is to say, they would have to ‘sanctify’ their life 
by doing good for God’s honour.130 !us the Mine Adventure was not 
simply a vehicle by which Mackworth aspired to do good in the world. 
It was at once a place of agony and atonement where he had to 
acknowledge Satan’s temptation and the near impossibility of eradicating 
sins.131 Elements of self-interest and even the malpractice that drove the 
joint-stock company were not exogenous to this godly frame of mind.

Embodying despicable sins as well as possibilities of atonement, the 
Mine Adventure went on operating, with somewhat contradictory 
financial and economic ramifications. Unable to deliver the promised 
dividends, it clung to the conviction that further investment would, 
with God’s assistance, eventually bring profit. In June , the 
Company’s select committee proposed to extend the Company’s mine 
fields.132 In January , the directors decided to issue new ‘Blanks and 
Shares’ for the purchase.133 It must be remembered that even some of 
the directors were not aware that the reports from the mines had been 
forged. !e false impression of forthcoming profits must have affected 
the Company’s decisions. In , a further resolution was made to 
bring in even more subscribers in order to raise more silver for ‘Public 
Service’ as well as for the investors’ benefit.134 In the same year, the 
Company obtained a charter for incorporation and later petitioned 
parliament to obtain permission to set up the Mine-Adventure Bank.135 
!e Bank circulated its bills as a quasi-legal tender, an experiment that 
led to further debts.136 Creditors were urged to accept the Company’s 
shares instead of payment, an ad hoc measure to convert debts into 
nominal investment. By the end of , although the Company had 
incurred debts of over , above its cash reserve of just , it still 
promised to pay a  per cent dividend in May  ‘in new Money to be 
coined from Bullion, extracted from their Lead’—a promise which 
would have required more than , worth of silver.137 About this 

 . J. Spurr, !e Restoration Church of England, "#+#–"#$* (New Haven, ), chs. –. Spurr 
suggests that this doctrine became widespread after the Restoration.
 . For references to worldly temptations and Satan in the diary see, for example, Mackworth 
Diary, fos. , , , , .
 . A Short Account of the Proceedings of the Select Committee of the Mine Adventurers ... for 
Lengthening !eir Term and Enlarging !eir Boundaries (), p. . See also Rees, Industry, ii. .
 . Mine Adventure Minutes, fos. –, at fo. ,  Jan. .
 . At a Court of Directors of the Governor and Company of the Mine-Adventurers of England [...] 
on !ursday the "(th Day of June, "'&+ (), p. . See also At a Court of Directors of the Governor 
and Company of the Mine-Adventurers of England [...] on !ursday the Sixth Day of December, "'&+ 
().
 . Mine Adventure Minutes, fo. ,  May .
 . See Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, ii. –; Rees, Industry, ii. –, –.
 . CJ, xvi, ; Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, ii. ; Rees, Industry, ii. .
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time, the Company’s share price, which, surprisingly, had remained 
mostly above the nominal value, began to decline.138

Despite, or perhaps in part thanks to, the fraudulent transactions in 
London, the Mine Adventure helped diffuse new technologies and 
develop infrastructures for future economic development in Wales. 
Mackworth brought skilled miners and smelters from his native 
Shropshire; instead of working on surface coal, he drove a ‘level’ into a 
rising ground to assist drainage by pumps;139 he cut a river to make 
‘a Docke’, and installed ‘Flood-Gates’ so that larger ships could carry 
goods effectively;140 by , he was ‘making an Artificial Waggon-way 
or Wooden-Rails’ from ‘the Canal to the Work-houses, and from the 
Work-Houses to the Canal’.141 Robert Lydall, the chief operator of 
works in Neath, obtained patents in ,  and , including one 
for ‘a new way of smelting and melting black tin into good merchantable 
white tin in a reverberatory furnace without the help of bellows’.142 By 
, the industrial complex in Neath boasted a smelting house  feet 
long and  feet wide, furnished with twenty-two furnaces, along with 
store-houses for ores, a counting house and a lime-kiln.143 As Mackworth 
put it, upon his decision to develop ‘Smelting Houses in Cardiganshire’, 
these developments were ‘designed so ... that the same may be continued 
to future Ages, as well for the Public Good of this Nation, as for the privat 
advantages of the present Partners, and their Successors.’144

!e long-term benefits of those efforts, perhaps unevenly distributed 
across regions and social strata, are nonetheless unmistakable. !e 
tramway developed in Neath in Glamorganshire was the earliest wooden 
railway in Wales, while Lydall’s invention, used in both Neath and 
Garreg (Cardiganshire), was the first coal-fired reverberatory furnace in 
Britain.145 While smelting at Garreg ‘was not a success’, the Company 
introduced to the region the uses of gunpowder for blasting and of coal 
for smelting ore.146 !e Mackworths maintained interests in the mining 
industry throughout the eighteenth century, and Neath became ‘the earliest 
to achieve some prominence’ among smaller Welsh port towns.147 !e 
advancement was such that a Welsh carpenter praised Mackworth as a 

 . Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, ii. .
 . Rees, Industry, ii. –.
 . Second Abstract, pp. –.
 . !e !ird Abstract of the State of the Mines of Bwlchyr-Eskir-Hyr (), p. ; C. Trott, 
‘Copper Industry’, in E. Jenkins, ed., Neath and District: A Symposium (Neath, ), pp. –.
 . C[alendar of ] S[tate] P[aper] D[omestic] "#*', pp. , ; CSPD "'&%–"'&), pp. , , 
at p. ; CSPD "'&+–"'&(, pp. , .
 . Trott, ‘Copper Industry’, pp. –.
 . !ird Abstract, p. .
 . M.J.T. Lewis, Early Wooden Railways (), pp. –; J. Hatcher, !e History of the British 
Coal Industry: I. Before "'&&: Towards the Age of Coal (Oxford, ), p. ; Lewis, ‘Lead Mining’, 
p. ; G.H. Jenkins, !e Foundations of Modern Wales, "#+%–"'$& (Oxford, ), p. .
 . Lewis, ‘Lead Mining’, p. .
 . P. Jenkins, !e Making of a Ruling Class: !e Glamorgan Gentry, "#+&–"'*& (Cambridge, 
), pp. –; John and Williams, Glamorgan County History, v. .
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‘Protector of Wales’.148 In a provincial context, then, Mackworth was 
one of the ‘pioneering entrepreneurs’ who pushed industrialisation and 
long-term local economic development.149

Few contemporary commentators acknowledged that this godly landed 
gentleman caused financial havoc while, paradoxically, contributing to 
economic development. !e Company’s collapse attracted few sustained 
analyses of its business failure or critical reflections upon the working of 
godly aspirations. Instead, the deputy governor was criticised as the 
epitome of a dubious ‘projector’. As early as June , it was rumoured 
that ‘S[i]r Humphreys projecting faculties are at worke how to ... 
p[re]vent the ill consequences of the Dammed Lye he told’ to the 
investors.150 On  October , Defoe listed the Mine Adventure 
among what he called all ‘Sort of Enigmas’ such as ‘Salt-Peter Works; 
Linen Manufacturers, Paper Companies, diving Engines, and the like’. 
!ey had, he argued, ‘nothing material in them, but being merely imaginary 
in their Substance’; the investors ‘were deceived with the Appearance.’151 
In , a year before the Company’s subscribers petitioned parliament, 
Mackworth was satirised as ‘an old successful-projecting-Chevalier’ 
who had ‘found in a corner of Atlantis the Mines of Potosi’, a mock-
reference to the Company’s publicity that invoked the Peruvian 
silver mines. Alluding to the Company’s rhetorically dextrous ‘Reports’, 
the anonymous author jibed that Mackworth was ‘destin’d to enjoy the 
present Benefit’ by feeding the investors ‘with distant pretended Hopes: 
No easy Task to content and delay (and by which he shows his vast 
Capacity)’. So the Mine Adventure, its deputy governor and reports in 
particular, came to offer an enlightening and entertaining lesson for a 
‘Multitude, stung with the quickest, the universalest of all Passions, the 
Desire and Prospect of becoming suddenly Rich.’152

A high tory gentleman could pursue one of the largest domestic 
enterprises of his age with a sense of moral justification. !is calls into 
question the dichotomy between country ideology and whig cultural 
politics. Previously, Pocock and his followers have tended to argue that 
it was whig theorists (and not country tories) that defended the 
emerging financial market by developing concepts ‘variously expressed 

 . Phillips, Vale of Neath, pp. –, at p. .
 . John and Williams, Glamorgan County History, v. .
 . National Library of Wales, P&M Muniments ()/L, [William Phillipps?] to [!omas 
Mansel?],  June .
 . Daniel Defoe, Defoe’s Review, ed. A.W. Secord ( vols., New York, ), iii. bk. viii. no. 
, p. . See also, ibid, iii. bk. viii. no. , pp. –.
 . Secret Memoirs and Manners of Several Persons of Quality of Both Sexes (), pp. – (see 
also its index for the identification). For other contemporary accounts, see possible allusions in 
Richard Steele, !e Tatler, ed. D.F. Bond ( vols., Oxford, ), no. lvii, i. –, no. lxi, i. –; 
John Arbuthnot, !e History of John Bull, ed. A.W. Bower and R.A. Erickson (Oxford, ), esp. 
pp. –. For historians’ accounts, see Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, ii. ; Ransome, ‘!e 
Parliamentary Career’, p.  n. . For a more balanced view, see Hayton, ‘Mackworth’, iv. –.
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as manners, politeness or taste’.153 As Markku Peltonen has argued, 
however, whig supporters did not necessarily use the concept of 
politeness to defend ‘commercial modernity’.154 If we turn to tories, 
Simon Schaffer has found that even Georgian tory writers, who decried 
whig supporters’ commercial ‘showmanship’, tuned their rhetoric to 
suit consumer demands.155 After all, as Jeffrey Wigelsworth has found, 
neither tory nor whig newspapers were oblivious to commercial 
opportunities during the financial revolution.156 !e case of Mackworth 
supports these studies, and warns that the relationship between faction 
and the market was undoubtedly more complex than Pocock and his 
followers have portrayed.

Social and economic historians have presented convincing evidence 
for the landed-class involvement in the burgeoning financial and 
industrial enterprises. In their accounts, however, the ideal of public 
service has been treated as if it were a ‘view of the world determined by 
the various [religious, political and economic] factors’, a traditional 
ideology incapable of accommodating the financial revolution.157 
Accordingly, the landed-class participation has been explained by the 
apparent victory of self-interest over ideologies, or the gradual or reckless 
adoption of something exogenous to the landed society.

!e story of Mackworth warns us, however, that the trans-historical 
force of self-interest cannot be the only explanation for the bipartisan 
contribution to the financial revolution. Mackworth pursued his 
mining business not only because he could expect social and financial 
benefit from it but also because he could conceptualise and promote his 
mining scheme as godly public service. In doing so, the tory landed 
gentleman drew upon two sets of cultural repertoires thoroughly 
familiar to men of his rank: the economic significance of the employment 
of the poor and the practice of piety through worldly activities, 
something that was often recommended by the contemporary teaching 
of ‘practical godliness’. !is enabled Mackworth’s joint-stock company 
to establish some of ‘the greatest and most technically advanced’ mining 
facilities in Wales.158 Of course, we need not assume that the godly 
framework bound one’s action at all times. After all, Mackworth was 
well aware how often he failed to live up to the ideal; hence the long 

 . See Pocock, Virtue, p.  (see also ch. ).
 . M. Peltonen, ‘Politeness and Whiggism –’, Historical Journal, xlviii (), p. . 
Peltonen quotes the phrase ‘commercial modernity’ from a prominent Pocockean, Lawrence Klein.
 . S. Schaffer, ‘Consuming Flame: Electrical Showmen and Tory Mystics in the World of 
Goods’, in J. Brewer and R. Porter, eds., Consumption and the World of Goods (), pp. , –.
 . J.R. Wigelsworth, ‘Bipartisan Politics and Practical Knowledge: Advertising of Public 
Science in Two London Newspapers, –’, British Journal for History of Science, xli (), 
pp. –.
 . Quotation is from Pocock, Virtue, p.  n. . !e latest analysis of whig and tory ideologies 
as the collision of opposing worldviews, see S. Pincus, "#$$: !e First Modern Revolution (New 
Haven, ), ch. .
 . Hatcher, British Coal Industry, p. .
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IN THE FINANCIAL REVOLUTION

breaks and a sense of guilt in his diary. Yet to call him a hypocrite is too 
easy. His diary reminds us that at least occasionally he himself viewed 
his attempts to maintain corporate credit as sinful. And his presentation 
of the Mine Adventure as a bold example of the practice of piety and 
public service should not be seen as entirely insincere; it evidently struck 
a chord. We must therefore resist the temptation to give too much 
weight to greed and opportunism, for that would be to endorse 
contemporary critics who forged moral ‘lessons’ by reducing him to a 
profit-hungry ‘projector’.

We need more research to know just how often and how far such an 
intricate, if potentially problematic, symbiosis of piety, profit and public 
service gave legitimacy to the involvement of landed gentlemen in 
economic initiatives. After all, the landed class was heterogeneous 
amalgam of men of differing rank and wealth, comprising of younger, 
as well as eldest, sons with diverse familial, religious, political, 
professional and regional ties. Were younger sons, many of them having 
to build their career as merchants and entrepreneurs, more disposed to 
lending legitimacy to profit?159 Did men’s attempts at sanctifying profit 
common across the social ladder? Were they sharply differentiated from 
forms of female piety?160 In any case, Mackworth was hardly unique in 
aspiring to sanctification.161 Speaking of his plan to publish hitherto 
concealed medical recipes, Robert Boyle declared: ‘I should not think 
it mony mispent but employed to promote a publick good, if upon 
reasonable terms I should redeem any valuable Receits or Processes, 
that ... may relieve the sick’. It was ‘a work of Charity ... to do good’.162 
Men of quality, Robert Nelson exhorted, ‘should be a Father to the 
Poor’ because God devolved the ‘Care of those who are destitute of 
every !ing ... upon those who possess all things in Abundance’.163 
Preaching to the Levant merchants, Laurence Hacket urged that ‘Riches, 
and Honour, and Power are given unto Mankind, for no other end, 
but to Do Good, and Shew Mercy, and he who frees the Poor and 
Oppressed ... acts God-like in his Station’.164 While these expressions of 

 . Compare J. !irsk, !e Rural Economy of England: Collected Essays (), ch. ; L. Pollock, 
‘Younger Sons in Tudor and Stuart England’, History Today, xxxix (), pp. –; R. Grassby, !e 
English Gentleman in Trade: !e Life and Works of Sir Dudley North (Oxford, ); S.E. Whyman, 
‘Land and Trade Revisited: !e Case of John Verney, London Merchant and Baronet, –’, 
London Journal, xxii (), pp. –.
 . Here, Alexandra Shepard’s analysis of gendered social descriptions of ‘worth’ would 
provide a model for future studies. See id., Meanings of Manhood, pp. –; id., ‘Honesty, Worth 
and Gender in Early Modern England’, in H. French and J. Barry, eds., Identity and Agency in 
England, "(&&–"$&& (Basingstoke, ), pp. –.
 . James Brydges, the first duke of Chandos and the eldest son of the eighth Baron Chandos, for 
example, was the patron of many a commercial and industrial schemes. He displayed strong aspiration 
for godliness in his private papers. I am grateful to David Hayton for drawing attention to this.
 . Quoted by M. Hunter, Robert Boyle ("#%'–*"): Scrupulosity and Science (Woodbridge, 
), pp. , .
 . Nelson, Address, pp. , –.
 . Quoted by Glaisyer, Culture of Commerce, p. .
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piety ‘cannot be treated as a unified and harmonious discourse’, 
Mackworth and his Company were drawing upon some of the basic 
tenets shared by otherwise heterogeneous religious and social groups.165 
It is therefore suggestive that clerics like Bray and Nelson, and people 
drawn from a wide political and social spectrum became directors and 
shareholders of the Mine Adventure. !e Company’s (and Mackworth’s) 
emphasis on piety and public service probably made its dividends 
morally and socially acceptable.

It is no longer necessary to suppose that the involvement of individuals 
affiliated to the country or tory parties in new economic initiatives 
conflicted with their perceived duty of godly public service. A fruitful 
direction would be to engage with subtle interpretations of the market 
culture of nineteenth-century Britain and America that emphasise the 
role religion and morality played in the market, and to develop what 
Mark Noll calls ‘an integrated perspective’ that explores ‘the multiplied 
negotiations between religious principle and economic practice’.166 
Such a perspective will enable us to examine business and financial 
initiatives like the Mine Adventure as ‘the Janus-faced quintessence of 
the moral and financial revolution’.167 It is time to review evidence 
of country tory (and old whig) participation to see how they pushed 
the financial revolution with apparent moral, if not otherworldly, 
convictions. !is line of research will illuminate some of the ways in 
which ‘the unfolding and development of modern capitalisms’ may 
have been ‘shaped by ideas and practices [seemingly] exogenous to 
markets or even critical of them’.168

University of St Andrews KOJI YAMAMOTO

 . Quotation is from Glaisyer, Culture of Commerce, p. . For the existence of common 
grounds across religious spectrum after the Restoration, see Spurr, Restoration Church, pp. –.
 . B. Hilton, !e Age of Atonement: !e Influence of Evangelicalism on Social and Economic 
!ought, "'*(–"$#( (Oxford, ); G. Searle, Morality and the Market in Victorian Britain (Oxford, 
); J. Taylor, Creating Capitalism: Joint-Stock Enterprise in British Politics and Culture, "$&&–"$'& 
(Woodbridge, ); M.A. Noll, ‘Introduction’, in id., ed., God and Mammon: Protestants, Money, 
and the Market, "'*&–"$#& (Oxford, ), p. .
 . Clark, Betting on Lives, p. . See also Slack, From Reformation to Improvement, pp. , –
, –.
 . M. Bevir and F. Trentmann, ‘Markets in Historical Contexts: Ideas, Practices and 
Governance’, in idem, eds., Markets in Historical Contexts: Ideas and Practices in the Modern World 
(Cambridge, ), p. . Was the unfolding and development of modern financial capitalism 
similarly shaped by early modern values and practices? I will pursue this question in my new 
project on the South Sea Bubble.
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